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cause of our lack of an air fleet, the fact remains that our forces at
the front are unprotected and at the mercy of the enemy's air forces,
save for the small protection that the French aviators are able to give
them. Surely this is not a pleasant contemplation to the folks back
home.

Then General Wood warns us that the war is not likely to be over
for some time and that we should proceed at once to increase our army
to at least 4,000,000 men, aiming to keep at least half of it in action all
the time. If the general is conservative in these estimates, it would
seem that our real work of waging war has only just begun. Lttis in-

deed a staggering undertaking that is involved in his predictions. And
like all the other military observers, he cries for ships and more ships,
for that alone will make possible the maintenance of an army of

men abroad. He is of the opinion that following the great
drive now raging on the West front, the contesting forces will grad-
ually abandon trench warfare and resort to open fighting ; that the
issue will finally be decided in this manner and that the 'tide of battle
will eventually turn in favor of the preponderance of numbers. Hence
the need for at least 2,000,000 Americans on the firing line all the time.

There is much contained in General Wood's observations that
does not make pleasant reading at this time. Somehow or other, he
seems to have impressed us with the magnitude of our undertaking as j

no other soldier or statesman has thus far succeeded in doing. But j

even so, his words are reassuring: he tells us that the enemy will not j

break the line, and that if we will all put our shoulders to the wheel
we will win a decisive victory. As to the ways and means for bringing j

this about, Congress and the Administration are doubtless in full
possession of his ideas in detail. I

GOOD FOR MILLARD.

HOSE citizens down in Millard county who recently voted ajjig
iJ bond issue for irrigation purposes have shown that they are

made of the right stuff. By that one act they have clearly demon-
strated their unshakeable faith in themselves, their community and
their country. Utah has need of more men of their calibre; in fact,
we could make good use of a good-size- d aggregation of them right
here in Salt Lake, and the State administration is sadly in need of such
men as these.

Ever since war was declared our local patrioteers have been cast-
ing a pall over legitimate and necessary business enterprises in this
state. So much so, that in many instances various branches of busi-

ness have been brought to a standstill. All this, too ,in the name of
patriotism. Last year Ogden was the one striking exception. In
spite of the war that city went ahead with her extension work and
improvements, with the result that better business conditions pre-

vailed there than elsewhere throughout the state. And, if statistics
be any criterion, Ogden, notwithstanding this policy, experienced lit-

tle difficulty in making her fair. share of all contributions to the com- -'

mon cause of waging the war.
We do not anticipate that those enterprising Millard citizens will

encounter much trouble in disposing of their bonds. The fact is that
the demand for such securities is growing every day. This, for the
reason that the American people, particularly those of the Western
states, are rapidly acquiring the investment habit. Municipal and
similar bonds of this sdction which formerly could find their only mar-

ket in the East, are now finding a demand closer home ; the demand
for them is keener than before ; and brokers are free to say that well-know- n

Western bonds arc selling relatively higher than similar East-

ern bonds and almost on a parity with Government bonds. There is

no doubt that this situation has been largely influenced by the lesson
' the Western people have been learning in the Liberty Loan educa-

tional propaganda. It augurs well for the future.

The trouble Quebec would have in seceding from Canada to es-

cape its military obligations is that there is no place to secede to where
it could escape them. Kansas City Times.
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What we must do is toget-som- c of the pep with which we in-

vestigate into our fighting. St. Louis'Post-Dispatc- h.


